Arrowhead Fire Protection District
Meeting Agenda
April 8, 2022
1:00 p.m. @ the Firehouse
2069 Spruce Road

AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Determination of Quorum
3. Approval of Minutes from March 11th Meeting
4. Treasurer’s Report
5. Fire Chief’s Report
6. Old Business
a. AVFD Auxiliary Report
b. Communications Update
i. Fire Bar Committee
c. Firehouse Issues
i. Emergency Power
ii. Overhead Doors
d. Equipment Issues
i. Disposition of Trailblazer
e. Kevin Stilley Plaque
f. Fire Chief Succession Committee
g. Recruitment Committee
7. New Business
a. Letter Regarding November Election
8. Adjourn – Next Meeting – June 10th 2022

Conference Dial-in Number 1-667-770-1677
Participant Code: 478279#
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ARROWHEAD FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT
BOARD REGULAR MEETING MINUTES

Date: April 8, 2022
Location: AVFD Firehouse, 2069 Spruce Rd

Time: 1:00 P.M. (MST)
Purpose: Regular Meeting

Attendees: Darrell Wagner [Chair/Present]; Steve Gauthier [Vice Chair/Present]; Stephen Isle
[Secretary/Phone]; Al Hale [Treasurer/Phone]; Ken Harbert [Board Member/Present]; Jim Gelsomini
[AVFD Fire Chief/Present].
Absent: None.
Guests: Jim Matteson [Guest/Present].
1. Call to Order: Chair, Darrell Wagner, called the April 8, 2022 Regular Meeting of the Arrowhead
Fire Protection District to order at 1:00 PM, Mountain Standard Time.
2. Determination of Quorum: A quorum requirement was satisfied with all five of our board
members present (three at the fire house; two on the conference call line), for the meeting.
3. Approval of Minutes for the March 11th 2022 AFPD Regular Board Meeting: Chair Darrell
Wagner, asked for any additions or corrections and Steve I. noted that Steve G. had actually
given the Auxiliary Report so Carla Vavrik was erroneously shown as present. Steve I. indicated
he had made the correction. Steve G. made a motion to accept the minutes as modified. Ken
Harbert seconded the motion. Chair Wagner put the motion to a vote and the motion carried.
4. Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Al Hale emailed the treasurer’s report out and Steve G. asked
about the CD that had been redeemed and placed in checking. Al explained there were no high
yield opportunities at present, so the money was indeed placed in checking until the market
offered such an opportunity. There being no further questions, Chair Wagner declared that the
treasurer’s report stands as presented.
5. April 8, 2022 Fire Chief’s Report:
Highlights: (A) Incidents: No incidents again this month so no incidents in February or March.
There are some training events coming up later this month. The CCFIRS/NFIRS data base year
to date (YTD) updates have been completed through March 2022. Medical Training on next
Tuesday, April 12th, will be medical and involves taking vitals, which are blood pressure, oxygen,
respiratory rate. Jennifer and Carla will both be conducting that training. Firefighter Training on
SCBA equipment went well this past Tuesday, April 5th. Darrell Wagner helped by bringing over
a couple short sections of hose which helped accomplish the hose and nozzle work training
showing what it feels like to handle a hose with a charged nozzle. Arrowhead Fire Department
You Tube Channel: Chief Gelsomini has started a “You Tube” channel which will consist of a
library and play list of training videos on both the fire-fighting and medical side, beginning with
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videos created by other fire departments. There is a video in the library on pit crew CPR. Chief
Gelsomini is the channel owner and we have two more subscribers added this month. To
subscribe you use the menu on the upper right side. Chief Gelsomini is weighing the cost/benefit
equation on this You Tube option. Chief Gelsomini may end up just sending out the material to
subscribers because he discovered You Tube requires the owner to have at least one hundred
subscribers to qualify for a Custom ‘Vanity’ URL. Chief Gelsomini original planned to share the
link with everyone and ask all volunteers to subscribe to the You Tube channel and request
notifications so that all subscribers would be notified when a new video was added to the playlist.
Eventually, if this works out, Chief Gelsomini planned to also add videos for the dispatch team on
radio use and protocols as well. Building: APC/UPS: In the room the board is using the new
APC/UPS is up and running and Chief Gelsomini has the materials for the second APC/UPS
power backup solution for bay garage doors located in the fire house (with one exception).
Before he can complete installation he has to cut into some of the fire house sheet rock, as
discussed previously. The already installed main room APC/UPS will keep the repeater up as
well as the modem, router and base station (if necessary). The critical item to keep powered is
the repeater. There is power sufficient to power the critical items for from two to two and a half
hours after a power failure. This allows enough time for key personnel to get to the AVFD and
power up and plug the generator into the UPS as necessary if the Gunnison Electric power
outage is for an extended period of time. The second UPS will be plugged into and charging
the battery that will be used to power the garage door openers for the AVFD bay doors. Chief
Gelsomini still plans on obtaining some LED lighting which can be attached to the UPS as well.
Chief Gelsomini noted that there had been a short power interruption and the UPS had kicked in
as planned. SCBA: Five year hydro tests are due this year (in 2022), for eight of the twelve
AVFD SCBA’s. This will be accomplished in September 2022 when the ROI service personnel
come up to perform the annual flow tests. SCBA breathing apparatus must be flow tested
annually by a certified inspector according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Hopefully,
our Arrowhead Cascade system will be up and running so we will not have to take all the AVFD
SCBA cylinders down to someone else’s Cascade system to get them refilled before they can be
used. The service personnel do not have a Cascade system in their testing vehicle. Gunnison
Fire recently responded to a grass fire at Highway 50 and Highway 92. They are going to start
up the Gunnison County Wildland Fire piece at their meetings. West Region Wildfire Council
received a significant grant of close to a million dollars. There’s a lot of FEMA money being sent
around trying to help get ahead of the expected seasonal wildland fires. If West Region Wildfire
Council received a million dollars, it’s hard to conceive the amount of money that must be going
into California for this purpose. West Region Wildfire Council is currently conducting surveys on
the dead and standing beetle trees in the Uncompahgre National Forest in the Ouray area back
towards Engineer Pass. Chief Gelsomini is going to work with Bill Conway to see if Arrowhead
can find some of that money. Gunnison Regional 911 Communications Center
is located in Gunnison Colorado. The Gunnison 911 Center is the regional dispatch center that
provides emergency communications services to all of Gunnison and Hinsdale Counties.
Receives 9-1-1 and non-emergent telephone calls from the public
Determines the priority and scope of the request or situation
Dispatches the appropriate law, fire, or EMS support
Gunnison 911’s operation is made possible through the work of 10 Emergency Communications
Specialists and 2 Communications Supervisors. Our greatest asset, our people, work 24/7/365
as the first first responders to the community.
All Emergency Communications Specialists are nationally certified in Emergency Medical
Dispatch. We can provide medical care instructions, from basic first aid to CPR, until appropriate
responders can arrive.
Chief Gelsomini reported that Gunnison Dispatch is increasing their staff by a couple folks to
hopefully have up to a dozen folks in Dispatch. Gunnison County is very busy for its size.
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Gunnison EMS had over 1,600 calls last year! That’s a high number of calls for that size
community. They also have a lot of ambulance transports (about four per day), compared to
comparably sized communities. Medical: Chief Gelsomini received a $575 quote for the AVFD
Lifepak CR-T AED Trainer. Chief Gelsomini isn’t going to order the trainer just yet. We did a
good job on the pit crew training with what we currently have. AED pads are still on back order
and in short supply. If we use one, we’ll shut that AED down or put in one of our spares in
service while awaiting replacement pads. COVID Packs for testing are still intact and unused,
ready for any required testing. The budget piece and surplus equipment: Jeff George, Telluride
Fire Department, told Chief Gelsomini they have some surplus items for him to look over when
Chief Gelsomini goes to pick up the surplus Cascade System ear marked for AVFD.
Per Chief Gelsomini’s email to board members dated April 5, 2022, Telluride firefighter Jeff
George (grandson of Fred George Snowshoe Lane) contacted him the previous Monday
afternoon with the offer. Telluride installed a large capacity fill station at their main station no
longer needing the unit in the pictures he provided. Not captured in the pictures is a
240v/60A/single phase compressor used to fill the primary large tanks shown in the photo. The
second stage SCBA cylinder fill has two positions similar to what is common in many fire
stations. The primary compressor has a capacity of 7500 psi to first stage cylinders, which will
easily support the 4500 psi cylinders we have today. Follow up actions at AVFD would include:
1. Disassemble in Telluride; 2. transport to AH; 3. Install in fire house; 4. Install new electrical
feed to knife switch w/buss fuses in photo; 5. Have system recertified at AVFD. Clearly the cost
will be minor in comparison to purchasing a cascade system. This Cascade System will be a
huge benefit for AVFD, allowing us to train more frequently using SCBA's without having to make
trips to Montrose/Gunnison Fire to fill our SCBA cylinders. Chief Gelsomini will be picking up
the Cascade system in Telluride on April 18th. All AVFD has to do is provide the circuit breaker
and power cable to the panel. It’ll fit in behind the window with the portable pool. It will stick out
past the runner for the garage door. Chief Gelsomini says we can make that side of the bay for
the Ranger and there will be plenty of room. The pool will go on the northeast side. Three fire
trucks, the Ranger and the trailer all have to fit into the hangar. The snow cat will be in the
maintenance shed. The configuration on how to put the bottles can be chosen between
available options.
Don with the State Fire is making his rounds and will be visiting AVFD in the July – August
timeframe. Don has the “shopping list” of surplus items Chief Gelsomini would like for AVFD and
he will bring along any of those items that are available as surplus from other departments. As
an alternative we can ask Darrell Wagner to pick them up while he’s in Denver, as he has done
for AVFD in the past. The old AVFD halligans with the pinned spike are no longer here and were
considered unsafe and unsuitable for use even in training by OSHA standards. Chief Gelsomini
has a bid from Curtis for the single piece, all aluminum halligan, but he was able to find a surplus
one for free. The halligan and 6 lb flathead axe go together and they’re called the IRONS. We
also need the J hook (JRT) cluster to stabilize the strut and vehicle in vehicle extractions. We do
not have the ‘J’ hook in the cluster at AVFD. There are a variety of different sized J hooks used
in the towing industry that are now used in vehicle extractions. The AVFD needs two sets of
those RTJ hooks, one set for each of the struts. They help stabilize the strut and the vehicle. Al
Hale noted the price on the hooks was a nominal $47 per set for the ones the AVFD would like to
purchase. Chief Gelsomini clarified that he was speaking in terms of approximately $400 for the
RTJ hooks, hand tools, the Irons (flat axe/halligan combination). The halligans are on back order
status at ROI. Tom at LN Curtis Fire Equipment has one set aside for AVFD which we can
obtain rather quickly. Tom also has the other items on our shopping list in stock. The 59 inch
hydraulic ram is the tool we currently do not have in our inventory of Motor Vehicle Accident
(MVA) hydraulic tools. The ram goes with and works in concert with the cutter and the spreader
to not only open the vehicle but to maintain the opening in the vehicle during the extrication so
emergency responders can enter with back boards and other required equipment and safely
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accomplish the rescue. Chief Gelsomini emphasized that the ram has potential for usage
beyond just motor vehicle accidents, to include use on a residential door to stabilize the frame
after opening. Highway 50 Meeting: Chief Gelsomini attended the Highway 50 meeting just prior
to coming to this AFPB meeting and the subject was how much more road closure time the
Arrowhead community could handle on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays when they do
the blasting? They want to keep the same windows they have now, which includes two in the
morning, one midday and two in the evening. 1 hour at noon 2 hours in the evening. Emergency
services planning will be the same as last year. It’s important for people to know they cannot
show up at the bottom of the hill with just a cut finger and expect to drive on through. There were
several of those incidents which occurred last year. The AVFD response times were too slow
according to complaints, but these complaints were generated because some people didn’t
understand that they must call 9-1-1 and go through Gunnison Dispatch to properly initiate our
first responders. Calling and leaving a message on Chief Gelsomini’s cell phone is NOT the
correct procedure in a fire or medical emergency. Chief Gelsomini asked Steve G. to put an
article on the Arrowhead Fire dot Org website to help further disseminate the need for calling 91-1. The next public meeting on Highway 50 Construction is on April 27 th.
Logging:
Logging is expected to resume in late July or early August 2022. The exact date is dependent
upon the processing of the new sale now pending.
Training:
Steve G. and the board asked that Chief Gelsomini receive public acknowledgment /kudos on his
superlative execution of the AVFD training program!! Note: On May 16, 2022, a full week EMR
Class begins.
6. Old Business:
A. AVFD Auxiliary Report: Chair Wagner recognized Steve G. who represented Carla Vavrik,
our AVFD Auxiliary Liaison, at this April 8th AFPD board meeting. Steve G. reported that the
Chili Cook Off took place on Saturday, April 2, 2022 and raised over $400. They had their April
Auxiliary Meeting last Tuesday and planning for the July picnic are progressing nicely with the
volunteers lined up, so all is well for that event at this (still early), point. The flea market is
questionable at this point, but they haven’t given up. They just don’t have enough people yet to
run that event. They’ve scaled back the size of the clothing purchase to avoid the situation
they’ve had for the last few years where they had the same style clothes from a large purchase
for sale year after year and finally ended up selling the remaining inventory with a buy one, get
one free type of sale. The plan is to limit the purchase to what they anticipate selling in a year to
a year and a half. The donate button on our Arrowhead Fire dot Org website takes individuals to
the Go Fund Me site and not to a Go Fund Me page for the Arrowhead Volunteer Fire
Department. Lucia believes the Auxiliary Go Fund Me site is still set up and she is going to
research it and attempt to find the correct link for it so Steve G. can fix the donate button on our
website to take a person there.
Steve G. is working on designing a little card with the instructions for how community members
may set up the Shopper’s Card number associated with their City Market Card digital account so
that at no cost to them they will accrue points that will be applied to the City Market Community
Rewards Program which at no added cost to you allows City Market to donate annually to
participating organizations based on your percentage of spending as it relates to the total
spending associated with all participating City Market Community Rewards organizations. It’s
absolutely free and individuals can tell looking at their shopping receipt and at their on-line
account that goes with their free City Market Card, just how much is being donated to AVFD.
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B. Communications Update:
i. Fire Bar Committee: (as discussed during the April 8th Fire Chief’s Report)
Basic Definitions: Nucla is switching from Analog trunks, which are traditional, simplistic phone
lines made of copper wires going from your home to the where Nucla connects you to the public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), so that calls can be made and received. They are
switching to a Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP), and leaving the analog trunking to use
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP trunks transmit voice and other data digitally over the
internet instead of the traditional protocols of the PSTN. SIP trunks allow the replacement of
fixed PSTN lines with internet connectivity instead. A SIP trunk only requires about 100 Kbps of
bandwidth. Chief Gelsomini covered the three Demarcation Link Connection (DLC) installations
[in telephony the demarcation point is the point at which the public switch telephone network
ends and connects with the customer’s on-premise’s wiring], planned for this year, for a total of
four at Arrowhead: (1) In the June 2022 time frame Nucla will be proceeding with DLC
installation on Ponderosa and we will lose Gary Broughton from the Fire Bar. (2) Nucla will
install another DLC by Aspen Trail and Spruce and that will pick up a few folks on lower Spruce
Road and that end of Aspen Trail and the other end of Balsam Drive and Balsam Road, Spruce
Road that are not already on the DLC that was installed at the Pump House. Bill Conway and
Norb Stracker are already gone from the Fire Bar as a result of the Pump House DLC installation
last year. (3) In September 2022 they’re upgrading with a DLC installation at the Salt Basin
(Crest/Ute), which will eliminate Chief Gelsomini from the Fire Bar. Chief Gelsomini believes
Nucla could bypass that DLC with a cable pair and keep Chief Gelsomini on the Fire Bar and still
keep his internet on the DLC.
Nucla is going to do a backhaul from the vicinity of Harold and Joanie Thompson’s place at about
1000 Hazel Lake to the DLC at Crest and Hazel Lake. But Nucla didn’ t mention anything about
Wildflower. Those closer to the fire house will remain on the fire bar and those closer to the DLC
at the intersection of Hazel and Crest will be dropped from the fire bar.
Next year in 2023 Nucla has some internal grooming work planned at their Arrowhead cabin that
won’t affect the fire bar. Nucla has no plan to take out the fire bar equipment and plan to keep it
up and running as long as it is functional and they have the spare parts required for it.
Of the 20 positions on the fire bar six are vacant and we have 11 more on the expansion shelf
module created at the request of Nucla, which allows flexibility to roll the line card up to the
expansion shelf if the line card of one of the positions goes bad on the original shelf and
restoring the fire bar service to that particular individual.
Kent Tomlinson at Nucla is also running another idea by his engineer looking at the option of
constructing another platform at the AVFD where we could take analog into it and then hit the
DLC’s and get all the people back into the Fire Bar that have been dropped from it.
ii Alternative Platform Like Code Red: Gunnison Dispatch is currently looking at alternatives
to the present method used to contact Sargents and Ohio City. Currently Gunnison Dispatch has
telephone numbers which they must physically call to mobilize the fire department/emergency
services. They are not calling a fire bar! They’re calling one and two folks at a time, like a
phone tree. One alternative platform being considered by Gunnison Dispatch allows them to put
land lines and non-native numbers on mobile phones on it to initiate the call from Gunnison
Dispatch, much like a reverse 9-1-1, and like Code Red works today. One drawback is that
Gunnison Dispatch must remain on the line or leave the circuit open. When Gunnison Dispatch
calls our Arrowhead Fire Bar they are physically there but when using their radios they can
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provide their mobilization instructions and hang up, allowing another call to be made on their line.
Gunnison Dispatch is adding phone lines on the tiny console in the small room occupied by six
people at Gunnison Dispatch. It’s a small space and not ideal. Currently they go through a que
of calls, allowing the dispatcher to leave a message to be sent out to the fire bar while that same
dispatcher is going on to other calls. On the fire bar AVFD gets to speak with the Gunnison
dispatcher. On a radio based alert the message is pre-recorded and sent out, like Code Red.
So perhaps if one of the two options Gunnison Dispatch is evaluating for use at Sargents and
Ohio City is a platform like the Code Red model, going to land lines and mobile phones, they
might be amenable to using something similar at Arrowhead as a replacement for our fire bar.
We would not have 2-way interaction, but we could hear the recorded call and respond to it and
use our fire bar as it sits today. Again, the nice thing about this Code Red platform is we can use
land lines and cell phone numbers, because the phone numbers do not have to be ‘native
numbers.’ One ‘con’ is that a lot of people don’t have great cell service outside. But inside their
Arrowhead homes they have WiFi, whether it’s Verizon, T-Mobile, Horizon or AT&T. Arrowhead
still has stability with the fire bar through the 3rd quarter of 2022. And at the rate Nucla is going,
we may be good longer than that. Chief Gelsomini believes the Code Red platform would be
perfect in conjunction with this because we could get everyone on board no matter what kind of
phone number they have. If Gunnision Dispatch is happy with this Code Red type platform in
Ohio City and Sargents, they will no doubt be more receptive to instituting it at Arrowhead. So
we may yet have a fire bar replacement solution by 2023.
C. Firehouse Issues:
i. Emergency Power (As discussed during the April 8th Fire Chief’s Report portion of the
meeting
APC/UPS: In the room the board is using the new APC/UPS is up and running and Chief
Gelsomini has the materials for the second APC/UPS power backup solution for bay garage
doors located in the fire house (with one exception). Before he can complete installation he has
to cut into some of the fire house sheet rock, as discussed previously. The already installed
main room APC/UPS will keep the repeater up as well as the modem, router and base station (if
necessary). The critical item to keep powered is the repeater. There is power sufficient to power
the critical items for from two to two and a half hours after a power failure. This allows enough
time for key personnel to get to the AVFD and power up and plug the generator into the UPS as
necessary if the Gunnison Electric power outage is for an extended period of time. The second
UPS will be plugged into and charging the battery that will be used to power the garage door
openers for the AVFD bay doors. Chief Gelsomini still plans on obtaining some LED lighting
which can be attached to the UPS as well. Chief Gelsomini noted that there had been a short
power interruption and the UPS had kicked in as planned.
ii. Overhead Doors The power backup solution for bay garage doors is in progress, with
materials purchased and located in firehouse. The door seals are on hand and Chief Gelsomini
will get them installed when the weather and conditions allow. We still need to play with ideas
how to best apply them (outside, to prevent ice buildup seems most logical), and how to install
them since the doors have no conventional tracking portion for the installation of the seals. The
seals are from Home Depot and very cost effective. Chief Gelsomini plans on installing them on
the south doors first.
D. Equipment Issues:
i. Disposition of the 2005 Trailblazer: Ken Harbert looked into the asking price using
values shown in Car Fax and Kelly Blue Book. The 2005 Trailblazer is priced from $3,900 to
$7,500. One in Colorado Springs was for sale for $10,000. Ken placed an advesrtisement on
‘Friends of Arrowhead’ for the vehicle at $6,200. Ken also placed an advertisement on the
‘Arrowhead Market Place’ site. Once the weather clears and the filing roads are open Ken will
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place on a Facebook Market Place site and possibly Craigs List and other sites he might
discover with the intent of reaching a larger segment of the public. Ken requested further
guidance on the pricing and just how low he was authorized to go should someone be seriously
interested in purchasing the vehicle? He remembered that Chief Gelsomini had priced it at one
point last fall for $5,200. Darrel remarked that part of the seat is missing. There is carpet
damage in the rear and holes drilled in the side console for radio mounting. And there is a crack
in the front bumper and two holes in the roof. Darrel said (and all agreed), that any offer over
$5,000 would be satisfactory for Ken to accept in the sale of the 2005 Trailblazer, with the
additional stipulation that if Ken had someone interested making offers to include the board by
email even if the offer was $500. Ken asked who had the authority to sign the title? Steve G.
said it could be Ken as the “new secretary!” (Steve Isle’s last meeting before term expiration).
Discussions ensued on possible alternative uses which brought up the corollary issues of
maintenance, storage and ended that it was not the vehicle of choice for the uses discussed. A
truck with a bed would be more practical. It’s best to sell it while the prices are high for used
vehicles.
E. Kevin Stilley Plaque: Darrell picked up the plaque and all at the meeting were admiring it.
Secretary Isle received kudos from Chair Wagner (and even spelling the name correctly!). Darrel
reviewed that the plan was to present Kevin with the plaque in May at the AIA Meeting in front of
an appreciative crowd of those he served as AVFD Fire Chief. But Darrell will not be here.
Steve G. has no problem doing it. Darrell approved and that remains the plan.
F. Fire Chief Succession Committee: Chair Wagner found a job description for Chief
Gelsomini in his collection of folders from previous Chair Don Koeltzow from 2014. He
misplaced it but will find it and share it by email if Chief Gelsomini doesn’t do it first.
At the January 2022 meeting we discussed creating a draft job posting to run by the AFPD Board
and Chief Gelsomini. Steve G. downloaded job descriptions for different fire departments around
the country and found one that he believes appropriate. Before further discussion we’ll look over
Chief Gelsomini’s 2014 position description and discuss this further at the June meeting.
G. Recruitment Committee: Chair Wagner complimented Steve G. on the excellent recruiting
advertisement he has placed on the Arrowhead Fire dot Org website. We have new members,
so it’s working. We still need more first responders in the winter months. Anita and one other
will be two available after the upcoming EMR Course. Chair Wagner reminded all that we are
still recruiting a member for the AFPD Board. He spoke a month ago with Cathy Griffi about
being on the board. She would like to do that, but when she received the self nomination form
she is a Kansas voter and not a voter in Gunnison County Colorado. Joanie and Harold
Thompson are considering serving on the board. If several people are interested, the board can
determine who serves in an open meeting.
7. New Business
A. Letter Regarding November Election: As this is Chair Wagner;s last official meeting, he
wanted to include this subject on today’s meeting. If our AFPD Board is going to request a mill
levy increase in the November 2022 election, it must be coordinated with the Gunnison County
Clerk. The deadline to return the form is April 15, 2022, one week from today. Dianne Falwell is
the point of contact regarding elections. She is not the County Clerk. We are considering a Mill
Levy increase because we don’t have enough funding to pay the salary of a fire chief or we pay a
fire chief and are unable to purchase required equipment. The Mill Levy increase is necessary to
purchase the items on the long range plan. The increase would likely triple the Mill Levy. Chair
Wagner will complete the form and get it to the proper person at the County Clerk’s Office. The
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Designated Election Official would be the POC and Chair Wagner is both the Chair and the
Designated Election Official. For simplicity and continuity Steve G., as the next Chair after the
June board election, volunteered at least for the near term to be the point of contact.
8. Adjourned at 2:30 PM – Next Meeting – June 10, 2022

Respectfully submitted,
Stephen Isle
Secretary, Arrowhead Fire Protection District

Arrowhead Fire Chief Report
Date of Report: A p r i l 0 8 , 2 0 2 2

Wildland Fire Level Status: Low
NOTE: Colorado SNOTEL Snowpack Update04/07/2022
Gunnison River Basin – 100% Median to date

Part l - Emergency Incidents
2022

Medical Aid & Motor Vehicle
Accidents
Arrowhead Wildland (vegetation,
brush) Fires
Structure Fires (Commercial &
Residential&Fire Pit& Power
Outages&Gas Leak, Storm Damage
Support)
Search Rescue

Jan

INCIDENTS
YTD 2021

3

3.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

2021 YTD Total

INCIDENT YTD
Hours

Hours/
Incident

32.25

10.75

32.25

10.75

3

Part ll - Department Training

2022 Training
Resources

YTD Training
Hours

YTD Training
Sessions

Patrol

4

1.00

1

Awhd Dispatch

6

3.00

1

First Responder

12

47.00

3

Firefighters

15

83.00

10

AVFD Combined

37

134.00

15

Groups
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Part III - Preventative Maintenance

2022
PM
Sessions
YTD 2022

Description
Fire & Medical Equipment
Preventative Maintenance
(strart vehicles-small motors-visiual

2021 YTD Total

Preventative
Maintenance Hours/Tour
YTD Hours

13

132.25

10.17

13

132.25

10.17

Part IV - Incident Overview – 2022 (YTD)
YTD Medical – 3
YTD Fire/Search-Rescue – 0
YTD Commercial Power Loss – 0
CCFIRS/NFIRS – YTD updates complete through March/2022
Part V - Training overview – April/2022
Medical – Tuesday, 04/12 – Taking Vitals (BP, O2, RR,)
Firefighting – Tuesday 04/05 – SCBA-completed
Thursday 04/19 – 1.5” hose, nozzle practice
July – coordinate with M&H Towing use AVFD Training w/MVA tools
Dispatch – weekly Handheld and vehicle radios no exceptions noted
Part VI - AVFD Personnel Utilization YTD-2022

Training Hours (medical & fire) – 134
PM Hours – 132.00
Incident Response Hours – 32.25 (includes AIA Patrol Hours)
TOTAL 2022 YTD HOURS – 298.00
Part VII - Personnel: (staffing): 19 (FF-FR-Dispatch)
No new updates

Fire Fighters = (12) – certain FF have dual roles a First Responders
Arrowhead Dispatch = (3)
First Responders = (4) – certain AVFD volunteers have dual roles as firefighters and Medical First Responder.
1.

AVFD YouTube channel, with playlist videos by skill for each group (firefighter & first responder). Additional
medical/fire training videos posted to AVFD YouTube Library in the future. A customized banner and Vanity channel
name will be posted after 30 days in compliance with YouTube. Following the Vanity Channel name posting, the
department will receive a link to the channel.
a.

UTube AVFD Channel - subscribers six (6)

Part VIII - Grounds - Building Inspections:
1. Garage door bottom seal – purchase and install as winter season progresses, 2022 project
2. Power backup solution for bay garage doors in progress, with materials purchased and located in firehouse, with one

exception. The APC UPS device staged at FH for installation.
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Part IV – Fire & Medical Apparatus, Tools & Equipment:
1. Tools – operational
2. Firefighting structure gear: - operational
3. Hoses: fully operational
4.

Mobile Response Unit (MRU) – operational

5.

Fire Trucks:
a.

Red Type 3 – firehouse winter storage

b.

White Fire Truck – off mountain winter storage

c.

Blue Brush Truck – off mountain winter storage
i. Install light bar from 2005 Trail Blazer – 2022 project

d.

Blue EMS – operational, staged in winter parking lot if needed

6.

Snow Cat:
a. Operational

7.

Polaris-Ranger – operational

8.

Original SCBA cylinders reach 5 year milestone
a.

9.

Eight of Twelve SCBA cylinders require hydro testing in 2022 – confirmed for September/22 when SCBA
annual flow test conducted

MVA tools in red/white cargo sled for winter use

10. Structure ventilation fan & auxiliary fuel staged in cargo sled for winter use
Part X - Interagency & County & Association Meetings:
1. Gunnison OEM training – zoom meeting sessions continue in 2022, non-face-to-face
2. Western Region Wildlife Council – meeting 3/10, 2 hours 2022 operational plan review
Part XI - Communications:
1. No new updates from Gunnison Comm-Board meeting, from April 27, 2022
Part XII - Medical:
1.

2022 Annual training calendar provided to AVFD members.
a.

6-day EMR class confirmed for May 16-21, 2022 at firehouse

b.

2-day CPR refresher course June/2022 pending confirmation from Gunnison EMS/Gunnison Fire trainer.

c.

2-day annual AVFD Medical trauma training confirmed for October/2022

2.

AVFD has Twelve (12) Covid-19 BinaxNOW for AVFD use only and AIA Patrol as requested. AVFD First Responders,
who feel they are at risk because of exposure, can follow the CDC isolation period and/or use on the AVFD
BinaxNOW test kit with two tests per kit.

3.

AED
a.

w/w AED Authority for new AED trainer – New CR-2 trainer $575.00, estimated delivery cycle two (2) months

Part XIII - Budget:
1. New CR-2 trainer $575.00, estimated delivery cycle two (2) months
2. MVA Tools (see attached LN Curtis quote)

Priority
 Halligan - $260.00 – needed for second team forced entry, companion tool w/axe
 Flathead Axe - $65.00 - needed for second team forced entry, companion tool w/Halligan
 Tie down Keys with J-Hook – used w/struts for vehicle stabilization.
Critical third component for existing Spreader & Cutter
 R522 E3 Ram 9Ah Package - $10,102.50
i. Battery 110v charger
ii. 2-9Ah batteries
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iii.

R522 E3 Ram

Part XIIII – Landing Zone
1. Prepared for summer use
Part XV - Miscellaneous:
1. Logging – suspended at this time with resumption of Hwy-50 project
2. Hwy-50 Update – resumes Monday 04/11/2022 with overnight closures
a. Meeting local ACC construction team Friday 4/8 1PM, review emergency procedures for contacting ACC team
3. Address sign installation, YTD-2022 – no new updates
4. Monday 4/18, meet at Telluride Firehouse 2, pick up SCBA fill station

